Introduction.
In this note we state some results concerning the structure of a function which is the Fatou limit, on the distinguished boundary, of a bounded holomorphic function in a product of halfplanes. Such a function is, equivalently, an element of L w (R n ) whose (distributional) Fourier transform is supported in the "first quadrant", i.e. the set Q+ = {x;xi è 0, • • • yX n è O}.
A typical result (consequence of Theorem 1) is that if such a function tends to a limit X as x-»x° from inside an open cone with vertex at x°, then it tends "on the average" to X as x->x° from inside any open cone with vertex at x°. In particular, if such a function tends to limits in each of two open cones with a common vertex, these limits must be equal; for n = l (when the cones are half-lines), this is a classical theorem of Pringsheim and Lindelof. Theorem 2 is a Tauberian theorem for H 00 boundary values; specialized to one variable it yields (among other things) a new proof of Lindelöfs theorem that a bounded analytic function which tends to a limit radially does so also within an angle, as well as an apparently new relation between the average behaviour of an JÏ 00 boundary function to the left, and that to the right, of a given point. Theorem 3 shows that a much stronger localization of uniform convergence for, say, Fejér means, is valid for if 00 boundary functions than for bounded measurable functions generally; for example, if the restriction of an i? 00 boundary function to a closed ball in R n is continuous, the Fejér means converge to it uniformly on the closed ball, not merely on subballs of smaller radius.
2. Notation and preliminary results. Let P denote the open upper half-plane in the complex s-plane, and R (the real axis) its boundary. By P n we denote the Cartesian product of n copies of P, and R n is then the distinguished boundary of P n . We use usual vector nota-tions, denoting by z = (01, • • • , z n ) a point of P n , Zj~Xj+iyj, and by x = (xi, • • • , x n ) a point of R n ; dx denotes Lebesgue measure in i? n , and a, b positive scalars.
By H cc (P n ) we denote the set of bounded holomorphic functions in P n . To each ƒ Gil 00 (P n ) is uniquely associated an element <p of L°°(i? w ), its boundary function, by the Fatou relation
a-»0
We can recover/ from <p by the Poisson formula for any one of these g, it satisfies (3.3) for every gSL x (R). In particular, the choice of g in (iii) yields COROLLARY 3.5.
If fGH w (P) satisfies lim a +o f (ia) =X, ite boundary function (p satisfies (3.3) for every gÇEL l (R).
From this it is quite easy to deduce that f(z)->\ as 2-»0 in a Stolz angle (Lindelof s theorem). Other specializations of g lead to these typical results: . This enables us to apply the results of this paper to the polydisc-torus framework. In particular, Theorem 3 implies that quite general summability methods, applied to the Fourier series of $, converge uniformly on well-rounded subsets of T n where 3> is continuous ("well-rounded" being suitably redefined for the torus). For example, taking # = 1, 2 , we deduce that the Fejér means of the partial sums of the Fourier series of QEiH^iT) converge uniformly to $ on each closed interval to which the restriction of $ is continuous. 
